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After reading David Hamilton's recent article "Writihi Coach" (CCC, May 1977),

confess that as a composition teacher I have also fancied myself as a writing

coach. Perhaps,, this explains the influence of sport on the content and struc-
'

, Nib

e 'tore of my composition course:u theigamerteaohing 'freshman composition; the arena
4 V. 14.

--a college classroom; the coach - -a colcerned Pneish teacher; the players--several. -

/

,

1

,unconcerned students;,the referees--departNent colleag4es; the equipmentassorted-.

composition materials and a colleCtion of sports literature. I use the term liter

attire' in its'broadest sense; referring not only to imaginative N/ciiks-but also news-
,

paper articles and essays that haye appeared. i magazines and journals such as

Esouire, Psychology Today, Sports Illustrated, and Chicago Review.

I make no lofty claims ads to the course's effectiveness in curing students'

. writing problems. These problems will'not M iraculously disappear without con-

siderable hard work on the part of the teacher and students., Ido believe, how-

.

ever, that this course serves as one more aid in solving basic teaching Problems eh-
4 '

Is I,

countered in the composition class: motivating student* to.t'earnestabl;shing ,

/

studentIstudent and studentAeacher interaction, and above all helping students to

read, think,. speaks, and write.

--7:----___

4

The Ground Rules: Before using sports literature in the composition class,
, .

.

the teacher should consider three important issues:, the Merits of a literature- .

based composition aourse; the Aue ofa topic-oriented approach to writing; and -

\-D the benefits a reading - and writing about 'sport. With the renewed cAlls for a

tr)

;.
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esi

back -to-- basics mode of teaching composition, controversy over thetfirst issue is par.-

ticularly heated. ,Traditionally,-oppoftepts of using literature claim this method is

a "bop-out"; teachers' ignore the basic task of teaching writing and engage in their

specialty, teaching literature. Advocates cite the efficacy of using literature to

provide rhetorical models and topics of'±hterest.2 I, of course, support this lat-
.

0 ,

ter view. I strongly believe that literature should be an Important part of a com-

Position course. The use of literature must'not, however, become an end in itself

but ,,rather means of broadening students' experiences,- giving them something ,to say,

Providing writing models, and improving writing-sills. Composit;qn teachers fre-
%

'ouently complqin that their studegts 1-lave "little interest in, what they are saying

and'worst of all have Vmost nothing to say," leading one teacher to proloose that
r'

the composition course be delayed until a student's junior yea4,3 I am not sug-

gesting.that the use of literature'will completely eliminate these interest prob-

lens.lems. But a careful selection of the literature and' a teacher's willingness in

allowing students to/relate the content to their own experiences can lessen some

44

of the content burdens and give the students more time for communicating-these ideas.

. r.y response to the second issue --a topic-oriented approach to compositign,
/

reading and writing about sport=-seems a logical extension of my stand on the first

, issue. An in-depth analysis of a subject, particularly one familiar to most stu-

dents, increases a student's confidence'in having somethin&to.say and a'satisfac-

tion in knowing the worth othis contribution. In addition, the intensive study

of one subject serves as an organizing principlelgor the course,' providing contin-

uity to the reading an& writing assignments. As the semester progresses, the stu-
_ -r 4

dents have a considerlble amount oi" information and experience ready to be used In-

.

:their writing.

Finally, the iGsue of most ediate concern is the effectiveness of shorts

it
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I
iterature in the, composition _class. °Despite the snickers that may eminate crom some

metbeet.of the academic community, this bpdy of literature--Journalism, expository
,

,
.../ -essays, and creative,worksdoes hay, an integrity in its form, and content. _on a

/
sOciety. so preoccupied with sport, a studi of this institution and it literature-

as an aid to improving writing skills seems appropriate for college students. Roger

Kahn, onp of sport's most articulate spokesmen, observes:

Sport tells anyone who watches intelligently about the times
in which we live: about managed new and corporate politics,
about race_and terror and what the proce5s of aging does to
strong men.) If this soirds grim, there is courage and high
humor, too.

4

This statement suggests onh way (a reflective-apprOaoh) to use this literature in

,composition.5- Students analyze_sp t.as a mirror of society, a meats of understand-
.

ing socie1 ty's values and workings. Tr. addition, students :study the various stylistic

eleMents illustrated in this literature, fqr'example the over-wr4ingsyndrome /of
.. .

-----
',snorts 7riting, the techniques of narration and description in- New Journalism, or.

%
_

I

the s rategies of persuasion- in an article on excessive violerlo.p Sin, spirt. Most im,-

ft

.

#
,

pottant, through a projective apptcach students use,the:taterial ti, helm) them not ,

J
.
s

,

only understand the athlete blit also themselves. What does it mean to be an indi-
r .

1

,

..victual in toddy's world? To aid studetts in confrontinethis questton, some Of the ,

'...;iferattre deals with such universai.themes a5 a saycl;-for identity, the 4.turation
.. . -,__ %

'process, innocence versus experience, and dreams versus retilityq Granted, these ,

.
*

-
,

,
.

,. , \.

themes are present in much of literature, but placed within the familiar,context
,

. 6

,

of sports, they become readily defined and understood through the students' sports

) 4

experiences: Thuls, students uSe this body oft&nformation withronfidence ap they

writ4bout life or discuss a t e in `a particUlar work. ` Cine reslp.t, the

writing is freouently as lively as the class discussions.

(
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With tt4pse preliminaries out of 'the way, lit's look more closely at the actual

game. At Wabdsh the English Department offersa',i6ne-semester composition course.

or freshmen, Theefone, I've tried to compress the material from a typical two-
.

semester .composition sequence (10,1 and 102) into a, one-semester offering. I've

struc'eured,thecourse so .that it COUi d. easily be used in other situations: ton its

entirety as a 102 course op.'in sections as part of either 101 or 102.

'Warm-UP
.

General-discussion And free writing occupy, the first week of class. The stu-

dents and I get to.know each other as we talk about our views on and experiences

with sport. The latter range from aetive participation to very limited encounters;

. t
the former include enjoyment, dj.staste, and suspicion. During this week students

do. free writing-with a focus on sport: I look for 140.crbrie's""telling facts" and

"fabblous realitiet," which the students might use in some of the later writing

assignments.
4

7-
,

Snort in Media
41.1

In the first

samples of' sports

%/i
4

by the rhetoric af siirtS writing and by the particular orientation of the sports

Writer. Our writing interests comprise observation, audience analysis, tone,.organi-
,

unit, Sport in Media (4-5 weeks), reading assignments include

writing. 'Irhe purpose is,to_use these examples of traditional and
. -

new journalism to deterdlne the extent to which attitudes toward sports are shaped

et
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aation, Paragraphing, sentence structure, and word choice.' Practice' in the basic
p

rhetorical forms centers on narrative and description. In addition to- articles

gathered from local dews-papers, reading selections-include Randall PoJ's "The

, Writing ofSports" (Esquire, October41974), GrantlandiRice's

1924 Notre Dame -Army football game: "Cutlined against i.blue-gray October sky,

us report of the

the Four Horsemen rode again...." {(N.Y. Herald. tribune, Oct. 19,41924); and Pat

Jordan's ":Designing Woman," an artice about a ±ei e volleyball player (Sports
o. .

Illustrated; August 4, 1975). We analyze the 'sunshine philosophy, sports jargon,

iviand over-writing of
Atraditional sports writer, such as Rice, anfrthe critical at--

titude, lively style, narrat've Andidecriptive techniques-of new journalists, such

Ias Jordan.
A

.

During this unIt I ask:the
i

students to write or two Personal narratives

about thgirsports experiences. At the end of the unit I ask theme to prepare,a piece

of sports writing, an account of a Fame or an interview with a
-,-v.

' report y be ,based cri, a reakor,imagipary event. Frequently,

w-,,th perceptive and humoroualarodies of

Last night ih the Uttle Giant
snatched victory frOlit the jaws
101 to 99 victdr

.,'
... .

.

in this unit, as is true 1,n,the other ipwo, we,spend.considerable tini4Arfth.gram-
.

,-
-4,-

1:..

mar, the writing process (pre - spiting, writing, editing), and smAll-group qvalua-

.,
'

t
.

tions of writing sem-olds. th4re is no pressure to complete a certain nuMbei',of read-,

7, 1-

i ng assignments or-to finish Via` unit within the . prescribed_time period. The. pace

is geared to the abilities of tbe class.
.

. - --:

sports figure. The
6

the students respond

sports - writing styles and content:

gym, the well-oiled Caveman macihine
of defeat as Wabash squeaked out

Snort in Society

The fiext unit, Sport in Sodiety (4-5 weeks

t

, contains materials pertaining

41

J
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to the interrelations between sport, as a cultural and Human event, and partibuleir

,

social issues such as race politics; hero worship, and violence. The central

idea ielhat sport reflects and affects society.' We discuss the writing concerns

an)
. .,

of the firSt unit an the use of the thesis statement, introduction, and conclu-

sion. The study of essay mopes focuses on exposition and argUment, with several of

the reading selections serving as rhetorical models.

Reading assignments include essays from Snorts Illustrated ("A Man Who Hardly

Left a Nihr - -,Tune 10, 1974), Psychology Today ("Sport Is A Westerrn Yoga"--October

1975), Escuire ("Where Have All Our Heroes Gone?"--October 1974), and Rolling Stone

( "King o' the Goons: Evil Knievel"--November 7, 1974). The,articles deal with

various subjects: reasons for sports participation, sport as big Asihess, the

sports4hero and anti-hero; and the woman's role* in sport.

For the writing assignments, I ask the, s-pudents to use specific information,

from the readings and discussions, supplemented with personal opinions and experi-
r

ence, to write two themes based on a variety of subjects: the, definition of an
---.._...._

.
. .

athlete, the definitioq,of'sport, tpe role of the
,

sports hero irl Anerica,"violent

sport apd violent, Ameria, and women3.in sport's. l, .

. .

This particular unit evokes spirited(discussions about sport, along with

conttoverides and. surprises. Many of the students have never thought4to critically -

analyze the institution of sport or to evaluate,their relationships with it.,

Sport in Literature

Students approach the final unit, Sport in Literature (5-6 weekiY, with un-

easiness. They never know what to.exnect, although they are impatient to use the

novel purchased atthe beginnihg of the semester,. Depending upon the time limi-

'tations,II try to cover one book. (fiction or nonfiction); a short story,and a
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-

poem--more if time permits. The specific writing objective is using the reading

and writing skills developed in the Previous units. o Prepare"two short critical

essays based on, the reading selecti6ns- I don't ask the students to do a research

paper, but this certainly Could be.included.

Each of the literature selections exemplifies in a dramaltic and creative way

issues and theses treated in the previous works or universal themes having a par-
*

,ticular significance within the world of sport. The students auickly discover that

this literature is-not just about sport but is also about life. Fcr example, Roger

Kahn in his nonfiction book The Boys of Suer Presents an account of the playing

exproitS. of-the '52 and '53 Brooklyn Dodgers and their lives eighteen years later.

We dis6uss. the obvious issues of, race, snort as .big business, and the athipte as

hero, but we soon move into universal themes or death, fathers and sons, the search

for identity, apd the maturation process. John Updike"s Rabbit, Run explores the,

adjustment problems confronting an ex=nigh school basketball star but also deals
A

with larger issues of man's quest for meaningful experience and the demands of self
.

. .
.

versus the demands of society. 'Other sele6tions.successfully used are Bernard Irls.l a-

mud's The Natural, DonDeLillo's End Zone,. Alan Sillitoe's "The Loneliness of the

Long=Distance Runner," Ernestlipminkway's "gig- '?'pro Hearted River," Ring Ladner's

-"The Champion," Updike's poem "Ilk-Basketball Player," and Gary'Gildngr's poem

"First Practice."
, 3

This' unit not, only provides the students with more infdrmation about sports

and gives thqa Rradticeiln using a practical essay mode, but it introduces them,

in some cases for the first time, to\excellent -works of liteture.,

is

Wrap-UP ;

In preparation for the final week-b-f class, I ask the-students to prepare a

ft.



short wri

resulted

claSs,, a

poems,

sess

me wi

impor

deve

.8

ing assignment of/their choice, which they read to the class.? -This has
/

in students dOing Personal narratives' about sports, critiques

1/2

tackg on' sorts, reSobnses to sNcific reading assignments, s'hort stories,
,.

nd research paperts. This week affords the students an opportunity/to as2.

understandihg pf sport after a semest4r of inIensive study; it provides
/

. \, .
.

a el,ance t bring our semester's experiences'to a satisfying close;,and more
,

/

. .

allo s all of us theltime to assesswritingYskills developed and not
.

...
. -,

ant ,-

oped duf.ing ,e semester:

:k-

POST -GA COMMENTARY

ti

tte j, this course may cause'smme initial .problems for students not in-
11

.

...
. .

n spo ts., However,, after reading,a :ew_of the inform'ative and controversial

/r
. ----,, . . e. .-

they,freqUently'want to learn more about sport. These students,_ particularly

withotilt sportsexperience, also approach this subject from a critical atd sk6n
.

-pointiof View, making them feel important in class discussions and forcing other
,

-
. .

ithe class to analyze the tonic more carefully. Several of these non-in-

t.

rs of
.

/ v

a.

volved

essays

those

tic

memb

ter

4 n

)1'1
t students find that the reading assi

f
can lend them into other areas of

,

eresti
/

.

S vleral colleagues have asked why ',feel this coupe Is an effective -approach
.'

? ,

tearing composition. My answer:is quite simple. A recent textbook,adveetise:--
_ .

1'

ent c n ained the following sales pitch: "These texts excite your students, 'and

'When They're
.

II

ited, you're a more creative teacher." I feel the saMe -way about .
.

. - . . . .

this course. For the most part, the students and 'I are excited about the material;
._

1 -.
'I

' --

wae we are,excited, not only, am I
_
a Mbre AreatiVe-and'effectiie teacher but the ...

i

st ent'sare also better writers.
.

'



tEDNOTES
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"
1 .This arti4e based.on a.paterdelivered at .the 1977 CCGC:Convention.' I am

- . .

indebtpd to Professor William J. Palmer of Purdue Unive0ity'for his.sugggstions Ong
. .,* c., .0"

usi/ng sports literature.
-

- ,

. a

k_

2
See j9hn J,-Fensterfaker's I"Literature in the Composition Class, CCC, 28

(February 1977), 34-37:'

/14.

1.

3John L. Kirmey, "Freshman Composition in the Junior Ypr, CCC,.26 (December

1975),,347491

,

41
.

Quoted by Randall Poe in "The Writing of Sports,"

. .

P. 318:
. I

Esquire, October 1974,

For a discusiion of this reflective -projecti:re approach, see Lee Loeiinger's

"The Ambiguous Mirror: The Reflective-Projective Theory of Broadcasting said Mass

Communications," in Mass Media: Forces In Our 8ociety,feds. Francis and Ludmi la
1

Yoelker (New York: Harcourt Brace Jdianovich;-Inc., 105), :pp. 385-401.

. \

Kee, Macroirie,TellinaWr-ftingn(Rdchelle Park, N., J,.,:, Haydn, 1970), u. 32-44.4__,---7. ,

/ 1

, #

7An Anthology that might be used for this unit is: ''O''ttn4ilt Talamini and-Charles.
,

H. Page, eds., port and Society: AR:Anthology- (Boston: little own and. Co:, 19,73.).
.t*

-- ,,
; 4 '-

.,' --
. 7..'

1 I A 44
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Two anthdlogies might be consulted for this particular ;TrN and the other .

. 2
Henry' BR. Chapin,. ed., Sport's in Literature (New York: David Mclayi, 1976);

'Robert L.'iliggb and Neil D. Isaafs, eds., The Sporting Spirit: Athletes tri Literm-
,-

.
. .

tune and Life (New YbrkHarcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1977). See aiS4 Louis Kamnf's.

/''"A-Colarse on SpectOer Sports," CE, 38 '(Aprilo1977), 835-42.

.
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